• DATA SHEET •

Redcentric Harrogate data centre

Redcentric’s Harrogate data centre provides businesses with a highly secure and reliable computing
environment – backed up with 24/7 support, with PCI DSS for Physical Hosting Services, ISO 27001, ISO 14001
and ISO 9001 certifications. The data centre offers a range of features including 24 hour A/C power; UPS with
generator backup – guaranteeing uptime; climate control for heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
is computer monitored; and the facility is protected by a VESDA fire detection & suppression system
and multiple layers of physical security.
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450 racks
25,000 sq ft
Up to 8KW per cabinet
2mVA power available
Hands & eyes support
Connections to other major network providers
Direct access circuits to 100Gb core network
Access to virtual server hosting and managed
data services
24/7/365 manned security

Power
•
•
•
•

2 MVA power
1.5 to 8KW per cabinet
N+1 back up generation with an N+N UPS system
Redundant feeds to cabinets

Connectivity
•

Connectivity to major network providers and direct
access to our 100Gb core network

24/7/365 manned security
CCTV
Front desk reception checks
Numerous ID card gateways
Man-trap entry systems
24/7/365 support offered by in-house qualified engineers
PCI DSS compliant for physical hosting services
Processes and procedures are ISO 27001, ISO 14001
and ISO 9001 certified

Fire protection
•
•

Full inert gas fire suppression system
Network-monitored, highly sensitive VESDA fire
detection system throughout

Cooling
•
•

Recently re-engineered N+1 cooling system
Efficient chiller system with temperature controlled
chilled water and DX units
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How to find us: Enter Harrogate and follow signs for
RHS Garden Harlow Carr/ Beckwithshaw, which are both
on Otley Road.
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Harrogate

Follow the B6162 (Otley Rd) through six sets of traffic lights
and turn left at the dark grey sign for Central House.
Central House is situated behind the Pine Marten pub.
Ample free car parking. Good connections by road, rail
and air. Our Harrogate data centre is easily accessible from
Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield, York, Bradford, Hull
and Wakefield.

Other Redcentric data centres at-a-glance
London (Shoreditch)

Reading

• 24/7/365 manned security, CCTV
and biometric access control

• 350 racks

• Colocation hosting from quarter rack
to full 47U racks
• Dual electrical mains feeds,
redundant feeds to cabinets and four
independent diesel generator systems
• All-DX chilling systems – efficient and
environmentally friendly cooling
• Private suites available for complete
equipment and operational security
• Located on London’s ‘Fibre Alley’

• Colocated pods /racks and
private suites
• 15,000 sq ft
• Highly resilient, N+1 redundancy
• Carrier neutral
• Direct access circuits to Redcentric’s
100Gb core network
• Access to virtual server hosting
and managed data services
• 24/7/365 manned security

Redcentric at-a-glance
Redcentric is a managed IT service provider. We deliver highly available network, cloud
and collaboration solutions that help organisations succeed.
With more than 400 highly skilled employees serving over 800 customers across the UK
with a comprehensive product portfolio that delivers assured availability, organisational
agility and smarter working. The company controls and operates a number of data centres
in addition to significant MPLS network assets over which critical IT data and voice services
are delivered.
Our extensive experience across the public and private sector enables us to guide you by
leveraging our technical expertise to navigate the rapid pace of change.

